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«The great thing about fashion that it 
always looks forward»

Oscar De La Renta
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FOREWORD



Recognizing the relevance of digital transformation to the industry, and 
the industry’s readiness to embrace it, DIVO is creating a platform solution 
that will unite all market players, facilitate new types of partnership, and 
create a modern business environment.

The fashion industry is one of the 
major components of the global 
economy, with a turnover of $2.8 
trillion per year. It is steadily develop-
ing, but is still almost untouched by 
global digitalization.

Web platforms and digital services, 
Big Data, artificial intelligence, 
machine learning, blockchain - 
today all these technologies enable 
omnichannel communications and 
accelerate social commerce.

The necessity of content copyright 
protection, objective valuation and 
verification of reputation, and fair 
distribution of revenues among all 
participants in the value chain have 
already changed the landscape of 
the fashion world, and the industry 
is trying to discern its new configu-
ration.

The fashion industry 
is ready to welcome 
them.
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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY

DIVO is a multifunctional omnichannel 
platform supporting interaction between 
fashion industry participants.

Based on blockchain technology, DIVO 
Platform enables new faces to show them-
selves and avoid basic mistakes, while 
experienced models can avoid professional 
risks when making a decision on coop-
eration and use new tools to move up the 
career ladder.
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The pre-existing digital technology of facial 
recognition, the adoption of smart con-
tracts, and the use of Big Data and other 
contemporary methods of data processing 
enable brands and modeling agencies both 
to see the full range of proposals on the 
market and to start working immediately 
with the faces they require at that moment.
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The platform has a clear objective - to 
digitize and facilitate any direct interaction 
between participants in the fashion, beauty 
and lifestyle industries and to bring these 
interactions in line with modern business 
standards - transparency, speed, monitor-
ing and peer-to-peer cooperation.
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The use of blockchain makes it possible to 
further reduce delays caused by doing away 
with intermediaries, while also increasing 
mutual trust with the tools for monitoring, 
analysis, and evaluation available to partic-
ipants before they decide on a partnership.
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PLATFORMThe combination of these three elements forms an infrastructure through 
which DIVO meets the professional demands of all fashion industry players. 

DIVO8
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DIVO App is a mobile application for 
models that comprises a wide range 
of functions for managing working 
processes and instruments to boost 
career development, as well as 
avoiding professional risks.

08

DIVO Web

DIVO Web is a working space for 
brands, models, agencies, and 
professionals that can reduce costs 
and automate business processes, 
providing transparency at every 
stage and also offering technological 
advantages in the search for new 
faces and in building direct partner-
ships with them.
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DIVO Net is a social network that 
makes it possible to scale up the 
community, providing new talent the 
chance to break in to the industry. 
The integrated market place offers 
industry professionals extra social 
capital and gives commissioners the 
full picture of offers available on the 
market.

DIVO Platform consists of three key 
elements that are seamlessly linked 

with each other, ensuring the system 
is complete and easy to scale.

DIVO  Mobile App DIVO Net



The open environment grants new 
and established models equal 
access to the global fashion com-
munity and creates comfortable 
conditions for interaction on the 
principles of transparency, fairness 
and security.

This social-media aggregator serves as a hub of 
network activity embracing a wide range of users, facil-
itating increased efficiency in the promotion of products 
and services by placing content in several channels 
simultaneously with the help of an open API.

The use of smart contracts and blockchain ensures the 
automation of business operations, bringing them in 
line with international standards. It also provides access 
to integrated third-party solutions in relation to auxiliary 
products, and protects the intellectual and labour rights 
of all parties.
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DIVO is a scalable operational product with a proven 
business model that utilizes proven technologies and 
solutions from projects previously implemented by 
the developer. The use of cutting-edge technologies 
lacking in the industry and the comprehensiveness of 
the proposed solution, uniting all market participants, 
will become the key components to achieve competitive 
advantages.

10

PLATFORM
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All of these features contribute 
to the high value of the plat-
form, as confirmed by Baker 
Tilly’s evaluation.



We understand the term “fashion industry” as 
referring to a set of linked sectors which form 
a single economic and media landscape, 
comprising brands, manufacturing, retail, 
advertising, social networks, and financial 
groups, as well as the huge number of indus-
try professionals involved: models, photogra-
phers, stylists, makeup artists, marketers, ad-
vertisers, fashion designers and many others.

Fashion and beauty are not only the models, 
the clothing manufacturers and the business 
structures behind the brands, but also a life-
style for millions of followers with a high level 
of income. This has turned the industry into 
an important sector of the global economy 
with a steady growth in turnover and revenue 
to participants.

12
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Some figures characterizing the 
market at the beginning of 2019:

the turnover of the fashion and beauty industry
$ 2.8 trillion

28 %
of global e-commerce market is occupied 
by the fashion and beauty industry 

$ 408 billion
turnover of e-commerce in the fashion 
and beauty segment

$ 634 billion
the forecast turnover of e-commerce in 
this segment by 2021

$ 550 billion
global advertising spend in the fashion 
and beauty segment 

45 %
the share of social commerce occupied 
by the fashion and beauty industry

$ 50 billion
the value of SMM for models

$ 30 billion
the global market for talent and fashion 
industry professionals
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MILLENIALS

Almost 2 billion people make 
up the millennial group. 
And of that 2 billion,

use technology based on 
artificial intelligence

90 %

84 %
take user content into 
consideration when making a 
purchase decision 

77 %
actively use loyalty programs 

63 %
follow brands on social 
networks 

46 %
rely on social networks when 
shopping online 

35 %
use mobile payments and 
alternative payment methods

The consumer habits of modern 
society are changing under the influ-
ence of new technology, prompting 
new developments in all areas of the 
economy, in specific markets, and 
in the business processes that exist 
within them.

Big Data, machine learning, block-
chain and other state-of-the-art 
technologies are already used to 
build omnichannel communication 
systems, automate workflow and 
raise business practices to interna-
tional standards, making collabora-
tion between all participants faster, 
safer and more cost effective. 

In 2017, digital advertisement 
became the prime advertising 
method and overtook televised ad-
vertisements, which used to be the 
best for ad consumption. The rapid 
development of mobile technologies, 
the total infiltration of devices into all 
spheres of our lives, and an explo-
sion in alternative payment systems 
are becoming the main features of 
the digital advertising market. About 
a third of consumers already consid-
er smartphones as their main source 
of information. By 2025, the number 
of mobile device users is predicted 
to reach four billion people.

Due to the rapid development of social networks, e-commerce, social 
commerce and the implementation of marketing solutions using the con-
comitant agents, influencers and affiliates have become major trends in 
marketing.
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Studies by McKinsey and PwC 
(PricewaterhouseCoopers) show that 
today the global fashion and beauty 
market continues to grow and its 
growth rates are only increasing. The 
main drivers are large developing 
countries, where a sharp increase in 
average incomes is prompting great 
demand for goods and services in 
the premium and luxury segments. 

According to McKinsey Global 
Fashion Index (MGFI) the prediction 
for the fashion industry growth is 
around 3.5 to 4.5 percent in 2019, 
slightly below 4 to 5 percent estimat-
ed for 2018.

The most significant role in shaping 
the demand for fashion industry 
services is played by millennials. By 
2024 they will account for more than 
half of the total consumer market. 
The purchasing power of Generation 
Y already exceeds $ 3.1 trillion, and 
millennials are actively rebuilding the 
landscape of the economy in accor-
dance with their ways of consuming 
information, products and services. 
The fashion industry can no longer 
afford to ignore them.

DIVO12



MILLENIALS
The account of a professional model 
on Facebook or Instagram has at 
least 30,000 subscribers, with each 
post receiving up to 100,000 views 
or more, and the total audience 
reach of fashion stars on social 
media is estimated at 1.5 billion 
people.

The percentage of internet users 
worldwide, who are celebrity net-
workers is about 40-60%, depends 
on the region. The total audience 
coverage of models, fashion blog-
gers, celebrities, artists in social 
networks is estimated at 1.5 billion 
people, which is almost half of active 
social media users.

15

According to Deloitte, the total 
volume of affiliate marketing in the 
global market has already exceeded 
$13.2 billion, in some segments ac-
counting for up to 30% of all online 
sales. The fashion and beauty indus-
try is one of the leaders in its imple-
mentation of affiliate marketing, gen-
erating up to 70% of sales through 
word-of-mouth, social media buzz, 
discounts, special offers and cash-
back services.

Amidst the general decline in con-
sumer confidence in advertising, 
influencers in the form of Instagram-
mers, Youtubers or Facebook stars 
are having an ever-increasing effect 
on the market. According to a survey 
by Launchmetrics, almost 80% of 
global brands use influence market-
ing today or are striving to do so in 
the future.
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#fashion and #beauty are the most popular 

hashtags on Instagram. The collaboration 

with influencers allows  the fashion and 

beauty industry to unlock huge opportuni-

ties to engage a multi-million audience of 

millennials, who are their target market.

DIVO14



Representatives of the industry take 
advantage of this by inviting models 
to become brand ambassadors, and 
creating popular content with their 
help, or increasing customer loyalty 
by using familiar imagery.

In contrast with modern demands on 
business practices, most of the pro-
cesses inside the fashion and beauty 
industry have changed little since 
the birth of the industry and are still 
managed manually.

Rigorous adherence to up-to-date 
business principles and a focus 
on developing a comprehensive 
solution has enabled the DIVO team 
to create a universal and quickly 
scalable product for all market par-
ticipants. The feasibility and effec-
tiveness of the platform’s develop-
ment strategy have been confirmed 
by external audit, and now the DIVO 
Platform is ready take on the whole 
market, to join the top, and to deci-
sively define its technical evolution.

Models work with their clients 
through agents who manage all 
communications, search for new 
offers, sign contracts and coordi-
nate work. There can be several 
such intermediaries in the chain 
between the client and the model, 
which slows down collaboration 
and increases the costs for both 
sides. Their activities are not subject 
to objective audit, and this often 
leads to non-fulfillment of financial 
obligations, violation of intellectual 
property, labor right infringements, 
and risks to personal security. Lack 
of transparency in work process-
es leads to mutual distrust in the 
market, destroying both career 
opportunities and industry develop-
ment. 

The fundamental 
digital transforma-
tion of the world of 
fashion has become 
inevitable. With a 
clear understanding 
of the industry’s 
problems and the 
technology required 
to overcome them, 
DIVO represents 
a digital platform 
that can transform 
all work processes 
in the industry, 
increasing their 
productivity.

16

The fundamental digital transfor-
mation of the world of fashion has 
become inevitable. With a clear un-
derstanding of the industry’s prob-
lems and the technology required 
to overcome them, DIVO represents 
a digital platform that can transform 
all work processes in the industry, 
increasing their productivity.
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DIVO is a next-generation hyper-converged 
digital platform that combines a wide range 
of online services and applications adapted 
to the specific needs of each fashion industry 
participant.
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The platform improves the efficiency of busi-
ness processes and combines various tools 
and communication channels into one space 
– a mobile application and a web interface.

Blockchain technology provides the foun-
dation for the platform. Big Data concerning 
professional activity, completed contracts, 
social network presence, number of follow-
ers, and other information combines to create 
unique digital identifiers and algorithms to 
evaluate the reliability of clients, agents, and 
performers.

The aim of the platform is to become a 
technical bridge that ensures safe and fast 
connection for the classical economic envi-
ronment of the fashion industry and the digital 
economy based on smart-contracts and 
blockchain. The DIVO Platform gives each 
user the opportunity to build cooperation in 
a centralized ecosystem with a high level of 
trust due to the implementation of distributed 
ledger technology.

DIVO16

DIVO
PLATFORM
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The platform architecture allows the integra-
tion of any third-party service into DIVO. The 
accumulation and analysis of data will make 
it possible to expand the offer available within 
the platform with services useful to and de-
manded by the community.

Third-party integration

The three elements
All three elements have a wide functionality 
designed specifically for different industry 
participants to solve various professional 
tasks.

The set of functions for each specific element 
of DIVO is designed to bring the work pro-
cesses of all market participants into line 
with contemporary standards of business 
practice.

DIVO is comprised of three main 
elements: Web APP, Mobile APP 
and Network. These are separate 
convergent systems that can 
exist and scale autonomously, 
but they acquire their full value 
only when combined into a single 
modular system. 

19
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MOBILE APP
Performers are interested in new 
jobs, reliable guarantees of payment 
for completed contracts, copyright 
protection, physical safety, and also 
monetization of their social-media 
popularity. DIVO makes it easy for 
each party to get what they need. 

21

The value of the product for users is 
ensured by a user-friendly interface, 
fast communications, useful func-
tionality and a set of tools that fully 
meet their professional and personal 
needs.

The application is based on cut-
ting-edge technologies, the most 
important of which is Face Recog-
nition ®, which makes it possible to 
identify the real user with absolute 
accuracy and provide protection 
against unauthorized access to the 
user’s account.

to closely compete with famous and 
experienced models with a physical 
resemblance. DIVO gives new faces 
the chance to unexpectedly get a 
contract from an industry leader. 

Smart contracts, integrated into 
the mobile application, ensure the 
ability to instantly sign contracts 
and the guarantee of timely payment 
for fulfilled agreements. When both 
parties come to an agreement in the 
blockchain network, a document is 
automatically generated and remains 
visible to all parties during its validity 
period. 

The application allows users to 
increase and monetize their existing 
social capital with the help of built-
in crowdfunding and micro-lending 
services. 

DIVO Mobile App 
is created for both 
professional models 
and new faces and 
talents, and is based 
on the principle “the 
whole world can see 
you”. 

With the use of geo-location, 
automatic confirmation of current 
status, a virtual SOS button and the 
constant care of the support service 
allow members of the DIVO commu-
nity to feel safe throughout the entire 
work period. 

When combined with Big Data, the 
use of DIVO Face Recognition ® 
technology makes it possible to 
target users by appearance type. 
The algorithm provides an accurate 
search according to user-selected 
parameters, which allows new faces 

DIVO18
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MOBILE APP

As an integral part of the entire DIVO 
Platform, the application is also a 
constantly updated database with a 
universal structure and embedded 
machine learning and artificial 
intelligence tools. This makes it an 
irreplaceable resource for the func-
tioning of the platform’s connected 
module - DIVO Web.

Functional ity of the 
DIVO Mobile App

Is a tool for creating a look-book or portfolio in accor-
dance with international standards in the modeling 
industry. 

DIVO Model Profile

22

Is a convenient information panel showing the latest 
castings, with push-notifications and route-planning 
anywhere in the world. 

DIVO Casting

Is an indicator of current financial account status and 
tools for obtaining loans, insurance and investments. 
It provides solutions for fundraising as well as tools for 
monetizing content or products through tokenization. 

DIVO Finance 

Is a navigation tool. It provides information for logis-
tics, accommodation and performers’ daily needs. It 
suggests only places with an established reputation. It 
also provides a taxi and urban transport services. SOS 
button.

DIVO Travel

We have hundreds of partners around the world, from 
taxi services and restaurants to brands offering models 
loyalty programs with discounts of up to 100% available 
worldwide. 

DIVO Discounts & bonuses

Is a tool for quick and remote signing of a contract 
legally recognized in any jurisdiction, monitoring of 
the current status of a concluded contract, as well as 
control over its implementation. Automatic royalty dis-
tribution and crowdfunding solutions. 

DIVO Smart Contract

Is our legally recognized certification of rights to content 
and other intellectual property in one place. 

DIVO Legal

Is an event feed that gathers useful content from exter-
nal and internal sources and is individually customiz-
able. 

DIVO News

23

The DIVO App is a safe and universal working tool for 
all industry participants who can be considered as 
service providers - models, talent, and other fashion 
professionals.

BLOCKCHAIN & BEAUTY19



WEB APP
The service gives partners access 
to a constantly updated database 
of verified fashion industry profes-
sionals, models, and new faces. Divo 
Face Recognition technology allows 
customers to quickly find the most 
relevant providers. By leveraging Big 
Data, it makes it possible to form the 
most flexible search queries and in-
stantly get the desired results based 
on multifactor algorithms. 

24

DIVO Web is a multifunctional 
system interface on the “back-
end-as-service” principle that is 
designed for platform partners such 
as modeling agencies, brands, ad-
vertisers, financiers among others, 
giving commissioners the oppor-
tunity to independently observe all 
performers and communicate with 
them via the DIVO Casting virtual 
marketplace.

The basis of an effective search for 
the desired model is face recognition 
technology, which guarantees the 
customer highly accurate detection 
and identification. Based on the 
analysis of individual features of a 
human face, the system makes it 
possible to select a model that most 
closely matches the specified type. 

Built on the principles of an open 
market, the system provides the 
opportunity to see the most rele-
vant offers and start cooperation 
immediately, as soon as the parties 
have reached an agreement. The 
immediate conclusion of smart con-
tracts and the ability to analyze the 
reputation of the contractor protect 
the client from nasty surprises in 
the implementation of established 
agreements. 

Transparency in contract per-
formance provides the ability to 
monitor and control work processes 
from start to finish, creating a trusted 
environment for interaction between 
the clients and performers. The 
architecture of the service makes it 
possible to synchronize with external 
working tools and integrate the most 
valuable solutions from different 
suppliers. 

DIVO Web allows partners to auto-
mate business processes, simplify 
communications, and significantly 
reduce costs by eliminating interme-
diaries from the work chain.

of performers and getting a share 
in their future earnings through the 
tokenization of their content and 
creative works. 

The service provides clients with 
the opportunity not only to select 
types that are suitable for a specific 
project, but also to find people that 
are as close as possible to the spirit 
of the company and to discover 
new superstars who can potentially 
become the new face of a brand.

DIVO allows partners to invest in 
promising talents, gaining the loyalty 

DIVO20
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WEB APP

Functional ity of the
DIVO Web

A user interface with a database of models offering the 
option of automated search by facial characteristics

DIVO Model Profile Management

25

Tools for manual adjustment of searches, filtering and 
systematization of results

Tools for analyzing the professional skills of a provider 
and evaluation of their reputation based on Big Data

Solutions to find new faces and work with the most 
promising young professionals

Tools for investing in the most promising talents

Interface solutions to digitize the casting procedure for 
models

DIVO Casting 

Tools for running, monitoring and managing workflows. 
Synchronization with external calendars and task man-
agers

Tools for creating and managing a base of performers 
who have previously worked with a brand. Possibilities 
for creating an internal rating of models based on anal-
ysis of the effectiveness of marketing campaigns with 
their participation

Reports on financial performance. Automation of the 
most popular functions for budgeting and limiting costs 
and revenues

DIVO Finance Management

High variability of integration with any external account-
ing systems using technologies such as web services 
and ActiveX Data Objects (ADO) and ActiveX Data 
Objects (ADO)

Operational planning using the payment calendar and 
application processing tools

Navigation

DIVO Travel Management

Solutions for logistics, accommodation and everyday 
needs of models

Control and monitoring

Tools to increase competitiveness among other clients, 
solutions for completing the goals and mission of the 
company, as well as product placement solutions

DIVO Loyalty Management

Tools for building the loyalty of performers. Solutions 
aimed at stimulating the creation of user-generated 
content (UGC) to increase brand awareness

Solutions to develop collaborations and mutually ben-
eficial relationships with models and other partners. 
Tools to create targeted programs with payment in 
proprietary tokens

Solutions for the automation of work processes and 
the standardization of business procedures. Tools 
for the instant conclusion of transparent and reliable 
agreements within the platform using smart contract 
technology

DIVO Smart Business

Solutions to ensure transparency of transactions and 
control over the status of their execution at all stages

Online communications tools

Legally recognized certification of intellectual property 
rights. Monitoring of rights compliance in distribution-
rights

DIVO Legal Management

Legal support worldwide

BLOCKCHAIN & BEAUTY21



WEB APP
DIVO WEB is a unique, innovative and con-

venient tool with the broadest functionality. 

The latest b2b solutions are adjusted to 

assist agencies, brands and other partners 

in their business activities.
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WEB APP

26

DIVO WEB is a primary workspace for all 
fashion industry participants who create 
demand for the services of models, talent, 
and fashion professionals. Within DIVO 
Platform, the web service will become a 
unified marketplace for the whole fashion 
and beauty industry, the true value of which 
is revealed through DIVO Net.
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NETWORK
DIVO Net brings together the full 
range of representatives of the 
fashion industry with their varied 
roles, experience, professional 
status and skills. For each of these 
groups, the social network will 
become an open space to find solu-
tions for the challenges before them.

27

The social network for fashion 
industry participants which unites 
well-known names of the fashion 
world and a constant stream of new 
faces. DIVO gives the industry a pro-
fessional network and allows young 
talent to break into the profession 
quickly and safely.

For experienced professional 
models, DIVO Net will work as a 
social media aggregator, allowing 
them to gather all their content, find 
suitable distribution channels for it, 
and use them as drivers to expand 
social capital.

The social network 
becomes an open 
space for solving 
their everyday 
problems and safely 
move up a career 
ladder

DIVO Network

The virtual space of the network is 
by the fashion world, it will continue 
to change under the influence of its 
laws and trends and, obeying the 
laws of evolution, it will inevitably 
engender the positive development 
of its participants. With the help 
of modern social mechanics, an 
active professional community will 
create a fruitful environment, where 
the brightest representatives of the 
industry can scale their influence, or-
ganically evolving to become opinion 
leaders.

DIVO gives influencers the oppor-
tunity to implement ideas, embody 
values and fulfill a social mission, 
offering convenient and understand-
able channels of communication 
with followers. A well-targeted 
and “warmed up” audience will 
attract the attention of partners and 
sponsors who can use its loyalty 
to promote their ideas, while an 
environment built on transparent 
principles can create favorable con-
ditions for their interaction, opening 
up broad opportunities to apply PR 
tools, influence-marketing and other 
social techniques. 



Existing within a unified platform, DIVO App and DIVO Web help advertisers 
who are in search of new faces to identify their brand with amongst thou-
sands of models find exactly who they are looking for quickly and easily. 
DIVO Net helps that one person be in the right place at the right time.

BLOCKCHAIN & BEAUTY25

NETWORK

Thanks to Face Recognition and 
other embedded technologies, 
DIVO’s virtual space is packed with 
career boosters and allows novice 
models to stand on the same ground 
as top models, catching the atten-
tion of market leaders and getting 
a better chance for a quick career 
launch and take off! 

28

According to the confirmed project 
development forecast, by 2022 the 
DIVO community will comprise more 
than 11 000 industry professionals 
with a total audience coverage of 
over 150 million people. The growth 
of the network is also backed by 
the desire of some of the followers 
of professional models who aspire 
to be in the fashion industry them-
selves, by registering an account on 
DIVO Net. The projected growth of 

In addition to models, DIVO Net 
unites all other major players of 
fashion industry. Designers, agents, 
producers, art directors, photog-
raphers, stylists, makeup artists, 
illustrators, and brand managers – all 
valuable members of the industry 
who, as insiders, shape its social en-
vironment, at the palm of your hand. DIVO Net integrates the two other 

modules of the platform into a single 
ecosystem, providing a strong link 
between the infrastructure, technol-
ogy, functionality and users of single 
elements of the DIVO Platform.

The social network 
accounts of industry 
professionals, models, 
celebrities and brands       
have a total of 

1.5 billion followers

DIVO Net is the main element of the 
DIVO Platform, allowing the platform 
to be scaled up and creating an envi-
ronment for effective communication 
between all community members. 
The professional social network 
will become a safe gateway to the 
industry for new models, a social 
sphere and a source of information, 
providing the industry with a con-
stant stream of bright new faces and 
forming an environment that actively 
helps reveal and promote their po-
tential.

The social network provides scal-
ability to the entire DIVO community, 
attracting new faces to the industry. 
For novice models who have already 
decided on their career path but 
have yet to take their first steps into 
it, DIVO Net provides opportunities 
to enter the market quickly, easily, 
and safely, offering work opportuni-
ties with verified and trusted clients, 
as well as ensuring transparency of 
conditions in the first contracts of 
their career. This environment we’ve 
created at DIVO helps introduce 
new faces to the work process and 
facilitates their integration into the 
industry.

platform development will reach up 
to  30 million people per year.
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REVENUE
STREAM

The business model of DIVO Platform is 
predicated on the current state of the fashion 
and beauty market, which is characterized by 
a huge investment potential on the one hand 
and high inertia due to technological lag on 
the other. 

The external analysis of the state of the in-
dustry and the audit of the project confirmed 
the sustained viability of the proposed DIVO 
Platform, the high efficacy of its development 
strategy and the broad opportunities for 
product expansion in the global market.
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Evaluation by the international 
financial consultancy, Baker Tilly, 
points to a favorable financial 
outlook for a platform that imple-
ments disruptive technological 
solutions, capable of digitizing 
the industry’s business process-
es and raising them to a level in 
compliance with international 
standards.

BLOCKCHAIN & BEAUTY27



DIVO Platform’s revenue is pro-
vided by several independent 
monetization channels:

Premium platform functionality is available for a monthly 
fee. There are several integration options — Local 
Partner, International Partner, Global Partner — with 
different subscription costs and options offered within 
each package.

DIVO Subscription

31

Effectively linking models, influencers and fashion in-
dustry professionals with brands and advertisers, DIVO 
provides the technological capability to execute legally 
recognized contracts. This makes it possible to take a 
commission from contracts executed on the platform.

Transaction fees

DIVO makes it possible to initiate partnerships with 
financial service providers and begin earning revenue 
through the implementation of partner programs in 
the early stages of platform development, issuing 
co-branded bank cards, launching cashback services, 
and providing community members with credits and 
loans. These financial instruments will be integrated on 
the basis of a share of revenue from transaction fees.

Integrated banking products

Introduction of fees for the use of additional services 
and enhanced functionality of the platform at later 
stages of its development. By allowing an individual 
user to join the community for free, DIVO generates 
revenue from the commercialization of unique em-
bedded solutions: tokenization and issuance of smart 
contracts, co-financing tools, and Face Recognition 
technology.

Freemium

Implementing the capabilities of blockchain in terms of 
protecting content copyright and the wide possibilities 
for content distribution, the platform gives industry 
participants access to new sources of income. DIVO’s 
revenue is generated via fees for legal protections and 
commission for the commercial distribution of content.

Notary services

According to Baker Tilly’s evaluation, these moneti-
zation channels will allow revenue to exceed outlay 
by 2020, generating more than $53 million during this 
period. Projected revenues in 2022 are $178 million with 
expenses of just $45 million. DIVO’s capitalization will 
grow 5-7 times in the next three years, increasing with 
the number of users who joined the platform. When 
reaching 50% of the target user growth indicator, which 
is equal to 5,000 members, the confirmed estimated 
value of DIVO Platform will range from $150 to $200 
million.
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The fight against any presence of discrimina-
tion has been an ever-present responsibility 
of every business today. 

Problems with sexual harassment have 
existed in the industry for a very long time, 
but only recently it became acceptable to talk 
about it. Which means it can be resolved.

This idea has inspired us to create the envi-
ronment which will combine the implementa-
tions from the best programs, practices and 
technologies in the fight against inappropriate 
behaviors, harassment, and all forms of 
sexism.
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“
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For years, other models and I have spoken out about systemic sexual harassment and abuse on the job 
– and yet, powerful individuals have tried to silence us and tacitly given approval that this behavior is 
okay. Sexual harassment is not okay and should not be tolerated by models, nor should it be tolerated 
by our industry.

model, Sara Ziff

I don’t know anyone, man or woman, in our industry who 
hasn’t experienced sexual harassment at some point in 
their career. We might work as independent contractors, 
but we still need legal protections. This is a tipping point in 
our society across so many industries, and it is time to truly 
address the elephant in the room.

Top model, Kenza Furati

Models, especially the younger ones, are particularly vulnerable to sexual predators and abuse 
of power within the fashion industry. Models, like actresses, are often shamed into silence or 
expected not to complain when conditions at work make them uncomfortable.

Supermodel Karen Elson

DIVO establishes a new level of 
relationship between the industry 
participants, launching transparent 
blueprints for interaction, unite the 
supporters of the fight against dis-
crimination, create a community that 
protects the new faces of the mod-
eling industry from making mistakes 
that may damage their reputation.

We invite you to take a 
step into our beautiful 
future together.

The promotion of the principles of 
equal opportunity, ethics, justice, 
respect for privacy, honor and 
dignity of an individual, and the im-
plementation of these values is the 
declaration of the world of DIVO.
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2016

ROAD MAP

The birth of the idea of a Mobile Application

2017Creating the concept of a mob. app. 

Development of mob. app. prototype v.1.0 

Testing the basic functions of the mob. app. with offline 
and online focus groups

Expanding the model database

Testing the loyalty system

2017

2016
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2018Elaboration of concept on the principles of an open 
hyper-convergent multi-functional platform with mar-
ketplace features based on the synergy of the social 
network and fashion industry professionals

Development of a business model based on blockchain 
technology utilizing smart contracts 

Creation of the concept of modules extending the func-
tionality of the platform: DIVO App, DIVO Web, and Divo 
Network

The principle of combining the three modules into a 
single DIVO Platform is formulated

Project evaluation by Baker Tilly

Formation of technical requirements for the DIVO Plat-
form

Development of functional design of the mob. app.

Development of a Platform brand book 

UX / UI design of the mob. app.

DIVO TokenSale web app. design

Development of DIVO App screens storyboard map 

iOS / Android mobile applications (ReactNative), Ethe-
reum blockchain, JavaScript application programming 
language, Web React administration panel, Node.JS 
Express + Nginx application server, Mongo DB data-
base

Integration of Face Recognition technology into DIVO 
App

Development of the architecture for the authentica-
tion algorithms and verification of users on the DIVO 
Network 

Testing of authentication, access recovery, and access 
control

Integration of data mining technologies for search 
engine optimization

Adaptation of Face Recognition technology to the goals 
and needs of the DIVO Platform

Integration with Google geolocation systems and Apple 
Maps navigation services

Creation of proprietary messenger DIVO Chat

Development of software and hardware for personal 
investor accounts – DIVO TokenSale

Testing of the administrative panel of the DIVO Token-
Sale web application

Testing the security system of personal investor ac-
counts through the two-factor Google Authenticator 
service

Development of hardware for the DIVO SECURITY 
system for cold storage of investors’ crypto assets

Testing and audit of smart contracts

Development of tokenization protocols and servicedesk 
for Ethereum network

Functional and regression testing of iOS / Android 
mobile applications

Development of DIVO brand promotion strategy

2018
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2019DIVO WEB service extension of functionality

Fundraising 

Creating the DIVO online portal based on Liferay tech-
nology

Opening offices in the DIVO Platform’s countries of 
operation (USA, Italy, England, France, Hong Kong, 
Singapore, and Japan)

Development of a global partnership network 

Building a database of models

Implementing and updating of loyalty programs

Testing and integration of modules: DIVO Crowdfund, 
DIVO Safety Management, DIVO Finance Management 

Adaptation of new technological standards for doing 
business and automating business processes for the 
industry 

Testing and analysis of DIVO NET KPI

Implementation of Voice Recognition technology

The launch of a line of services to promote new faces 
and talents

Collection and analysis of BIG DATA in order to expand 
the useful functionality of the DIVO Platform

Audit and report on the development of the Platform 
and financial condition of the project from Big 4 Audit

2020Expansion in 20 countries 

Launch of the main services of the multipurpose omni-
channel DIVO Platform

Implementation of the Open Source SaAS platform and 
SDK (software development kit) of the universal system 
of interaction between members of the DIVO Platform

2021IPO of DIVO Platform

2019

2020

2021

Marketing the project among the fashion community 
(offline / online) 

Integration with Visa and Mastercard payment systems, 
cash-back services and co-branding programs

Developing an open API to provide access to integra-
tion with external services 
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